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Session 8: Process Improvement 
Welcome to the Insights to Inspire 2021 - Informatics: Journey to Interoperability webcast. My name is Karthik 
Natarajan. I'm an Assistant Professor of Biomedical Informatics at Columbia University. I'm also one of the co-directors 
of the Biomedical Informatics Resource and the Irving Institute for translational clinical and translational research at 
Columbia.  

I'll be speaking about our process improvement and more closely about the infrastructure that we have set up, both at a 
governance level and the ETL data infrastructure that we've set up at our institution to help improve our data metrics for 
the CTSA. 

Objectives: We will cover five topics: how we implemented our data governance, how we validated data provenance, 
how we improved our ETL process, and data quality checks that we've included in that ETL process, and finally I'll cover 
critical partners for improving our data overall. 

How have we implemented data governance? Columbia University Irving Medical Centers is kind of a unique situation 
where we are affiliated with New York Presbyterian Hospital, which is also affiliated with Weill Cornell Medical Center. 
As a result, all three institutions are part of the same OHCA organized health care arrangement from a care perspective. 
And collectively we own this clinical data that we use for research purposes. And more recently we've converged onto a 
single EHR. Jointly we govern and manage the data landscape and infrastructure for both clinical data for operations, 
quality and research. The way we set up the data governance it has two levels. We have a high level committee called a 
ACORD (Alignment Committee on Oversight of Request for Data), which is a tri-institutional entity or committee that 
sets policies on various aspects of data use. And then there's another group called TRAC (Tri-institutional Request 
Assessment Committee) where its role is to ensure that requests follow the policies that were developed by ACORD and 
they validate and help fulfill data requests. So if you think about it, ACORD sets policies, TRAC implements those policies 
and helps fulfill data requests that come into our institution. 

Both these committees representation includes tri-institutional individuals. So from all three institutions we have 
representation from research administration, clinical care leadership, informatics, IT, finance research and analytics 
leaders at the ACORD level for policy, and then on the TRAC level on the technical aspect, we have technical individuals 
from all three institution institutions providing insight on data requests. All clinical data now gets collected into a 
common data lake, which functions at our warehouse where we can then pull that information into data marts and 
distribute or directly access those warehouses to deliver data for data requests and for research purposes. And there's 
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ongoing activities here on creating data definitions and cataloging all that information that's coming into this one large 
data lake. And again, this is covering a wide range of things from operations to research that landed this data lake. What 
we'll be focusing on is more on the research aspects of how do we take that data on the data lake and convert it into a 
research warehouse. 

How do we validate data provenance? We ensure data provenance by getting all this data from our source systems that 
go into this data lake. We address data provenance in several ways. A very simple way is from ETL documentation. 
Within our research environment we have a confluence page that discusses the data flows of various source systems 
into the data lake and that information that flows into our warehouse.  

We use OMOP as our common data model for our research warehouse. In conjunction with a clinical data warehouse 
that we've been developing for the past 30 plus years into the OMOP data model. So we have documentation of how 
that ETL is done. That's publicly available within our institutions network on a set of confluence pages. 

In addition to that, we have documentation at the code level of how we convert this data into the OMOP data model. 
And this version code is an internal GIT repository that is also public within our institution. So any individual who is 
curious to see how our data is transformed can look into the code. There are various levels of users. So you might have a 
more technical person who would actually go into the queries to find out how we convert our data. And then for major 
high-level stakeholders, they can view this documentation. Separately, several systems have their data model in other 
source systems. So when we convert that data model from the source system into OMOP, we use specific fields from 
OMOP to capture kind of provenance. So we leverage the source value field that you'd find in OMOP to determine 
where that data came from. At our institution at Columbia, we have a long history of terminology management and our 
terminology management we have is called the MED or medical entities dictionary. 

It's helpful in representing provenance of information, as it provides mappings between legacy codes, from legacy 
systems and current codes for common clinical concepts. So using our MED codes, we store those in our source value 
field. And from there we can identify, did this come from a lab system from the eighties or the nineties, or did it come 
from a lab system that is used in current day practice. So using the source value field, we're able to identify where the 
data might've come from in combination with the ETL documentation. So between the two, we believe this catalog is 
helpful to identify where the data came from and also help us troubleshoot or debug our pipeline if we’re notified of 
data issues.  

How do we improve our ETL process? Anyone who has done ETL work knows it is somewhat of a never ending process. 
There is always places that can be improved from actual data quality to streamlining the process to be more efficient. 
We've been doing warehousing at Columbia for over 30 years and that has evolved over the decades. As we use OMOP 
for a lot of our research observational studies, and subsequently using it for data retrieval and data requests. In our 
pipeline, we put a significant number of checkpoints in our ETL process. We look at our ETL both at the source level and 
at the content so we're able to log and monitor data flows. For every ETL run, we log the number of rows from the 
source system to the number of rows that end up in the destination table. So for example, we might be querying three 
or four tables from our source system within the data lake for visit information and they land in the visit occurrence 
table and OMOP. And so over time we get a sense of what is the volume of rows that we should expect from source 
tables to what the destination table would have. And it might not be a one-to-one mapping, but seeing that trend gives 
us a sense of how much data we should be expecting:  is it 20% of the source data should end up in the visit table 
because of other transformations? So creating this ETL pipeline assembly and stratifying the data based off of data 
domains provides us enough modularity as we do error checking and performance checks to monitor and manage our 
ETL process. And using the logs that we gather over that time, we can provide performance tuning. So over time we can 
notice that certain steps take longer. Historically we've noticed the measurement table is one of our largest tables with 
over a billion rows. And so as time progresses, it might get slower. And so it gives us within each step in the ETL where 
we deal with measurements, we look at how we can fine tune the query. So for example, we noticed how we did our 
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ETL. If we did some database optimizations, we're able to increase the speed at a certain step. So for example, we 
noticed we use SQL server SSIS packages, but we, we do a lot of our transformations purely in SQL. We use SSIS as a 
framework, if you will. And so in the SQL we noticed rather than doing a data flow using Insert Into created performance 
gains for us almost two-fold in this particular use case because of where the data resided and where it was supposed to 
land ultimately. So examining the ETL logs has been a big portion of how we improve our ETL process. And that's really 
looking back the logs, creating dashboards around the performance of each run over time. And then sometimes we 
notice slow down because of network issues. So we'll see blips, but if we see a general trend of data dropping or 
increasing, that gives us a flag that something's wrong in our source data. The overall challenge is this continuous 
monitoring of the logs and identifying issues that might pop up. And then finally, the other main thing about improving 
our ETL process is incorporating new data types. And that really comes to talking to end users on new data types that 
they want to include into our final data set in OMOP.  

What Quality Checks have you included in your process? 

We basically look at data quality at two levels. We look at each step of the ETL and look at their deviations from one run 
to another. Such deviations identify coding mistakes or special data types or situations that we had never encountered 
before. But this alone isn't sufficient. That's just looking at the source data. The other aspect of data quality that we look 
at is the kind of the content of the final data set. So if you think of all the ETL logging, we monitor the front end source 
system view, the second half is looking at the actual final dataset. And there we leverage a lot of the Odyssey tools. 
After each pipeline run, we run two Odyssey data quality packages, and we run Achilles, which is a data characterization 
tool that performs some data quality checks. Achilles from a data quality point of view has expanded to the data quality 
dashboard, which runs several hundreds, if not, thousands of checks, data quality checks that look at conformance, 
completeness and plausibility at the data. It leverages the harmonized data quality framework where all data quality 
checks are categorized into that. So that at the very end of running the data quality dashboard, we have a general 
percentage of the quality of our data. And then we can then drill down into different aspects of data quality. The nice 
thing about the data quality dashboard is that it also provides the queries that we run to identify invalid rows that are 
flagged as errors. Between that and Achilles, that gives us a very high-level characterization of the data looking at 
prevalence of different concepts or distribution of age which we put into Achilles to make it publicly available to all our 
clinical researchers. So they get a sense of how the overall characterization of that data that they'd be using for 
research. 

Who are critical partners for improving these processes? There are three groups: 
• It is critical to get validation from the ultimate users of the data - they close the feedback loop. They are the 

ones using the data the most and making the data requests. As data requests are fulfilled and data issues are 
identified – that feeds back to our ETL process-where we then go back to the ETL group, create issues and then 
track and fix bugs. So not until people start using the data do we find potential issues that might arise. And users 
can identify special clinical domains because that's their area of focus. 

• The set of informatics researchers that support the process and are looking at data quality assurance beyond 
the general checks that we see in Achilles or data quality dashboard. This is the general informatics community, 
where we can leverage informatics solutions or assessments of the data. And we try to re-implement that within 
our organization. So the CTSA common metrics, is an example, but even more so there are experimental 
algorithms that one can look at from an informatics research point of view of potential data issues that might 
arise. And again, those could eventually be fed into frameworks like the data quality dashboard.  

• And finally, critical to the improving this process is our resource administrators that help us prioritize as more 
and more data requests come in and more data increases the level of complexity of each research request and 
computing resources also increase. And it's critical to consider both the ETL process and the efficiency of use of 
the ETL data. So decisions about how to paralyze the ETL or whether we should use Cloud resources, or query 
over the network or the decisions to impact the throughput of the process is very critical and that's where we 
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need our resource administrators working closely with system administrators, database administrators, data 
custodians, stewards, and data navigators. We have to determine the optimal resource requirements and 
availability, and that's really understanding the various stakeholders and all the various people that help us 
create that infrastructure. They play a large part in how we move our infrastructure to the next level to help us 
improve our ETL process. Also communicating to leadership on how we expand our infrastructure so that we can 
be more robust and more resilient to future requests as the organization grows. 

Takeaway Points - Just want to highlight three takeaway points.  
1. Institutional support at all levels is necessary for successful data infrastructure. A high level group of decision 

makers, passionate about data should be able to communicate in a regular forum, addressing real governance 
issues and problems. 

2. Engaging various stakeholders is key to the growth and improved quality of data.  
3. The volume, variety, velocity and veracity of healthcare data will only increase. The infrastructure, ETL, and use 

of data has to continually evolve. Structured pipelines, detailed monitoring, and skilled data engineers are 
critical needs. We must try to use tools and automation as much as possible. 

We encourage you to view the following webcasts as they provide foundational information for the rest of the series.  

Session 1 – Introduction to Insights to Inspire 2021 
Session 2 – Language of Informatics 
Session 3 – Introduction to Informatics  
Session 4 – Introduction to Maturity Models  
Session 5 – Importance of Interoperability 

After that, please view the remaining webcasts in the order of your choice.  The webcasts are available on the CLIC 
website:  https://clic-ctsa.org/ or you can access them by searching CLIC_CTSA on Vimeo or YouTube.  

Thank you for viewing Session 8- Process Improvements.  
Please join us for the rest of the Informatics: The Journey to Interoperability series. 
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